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Abstract

This paper presents a general interference model for arbitrary cellular and microcellular networks which
enables a unified treatment of all mobile link reception environments, from purely noise limited to purely inter-
ference limited, as a function of the ratio of interference power to receiver noise power at a receiver.  This ratio is
denoted ‘INR’ and given the symbol � .
The model enables a simplified spatial description of radio link outage contours to be derived, and it is shown
that the maximum possible range for any mobile terminal is a simple function of the INR.

Computer simulations are used to test the analytical theory and show that in comparison to large cell systems,
microcellular networks are interference limited and exhibit larger variation in cell sizes.  Examples show that
this may present difficulties in engineering a microcellular system to meet a target coverage quality require-
ment.

0  Introduction

The first practical cellular telecommunications system was developed by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories during the 1970s [1].  The cellular concept was based upon frequency reuse via
fixed channel allocations (FCA) that enabled a receiver at a cell boundary to meet the signal
to interference ratio (S/I) required for good signal quality in the presence of cochannel inter-
ferers [2]–[6].

The capacity of cellular systems can be increased by splitting existing cells, cell sectoring, or
a combination of both, but in practice there are limitations to the extent to which cells can be
physically reduced in size or sectorised.  The limits for most large cell systems appears to be a
cell radius of approximately 1 kilometre and at most 3 sectors.

In many large cities around the world, the existing cellular systems are beginning to reach
their capacity limits.  To meet the growing demand for mobile telecommunications, and to
satisfy the vision of a personal communicator in every pocket, microcell architecture was
developed.  This architecture differs from conventional or large cell architecture in three
fundamental ways:�

The cells are typically less than 1 km in radius�
The mobile terminals radiate much smaller power levels�
There is no centralised, fixed cell planning (all channels are available in every cell)
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The aims of a future Personal Communications Service (PCS) provided by a ubiquitous
microcell network include [7]:�

Low cochannel interference (< 1% of users)�
Closer frequency reuse�
Large percentage coverage (> 99%)

In microcells, interference is generally controlled at the time of call establishment by making
interference measurements to find the ‘best channel’, a procedure called Dynamic Channel
Allocation (DCA).  Also, interference is reduced by having a smaller transmitter power than
used in large cell systems, and sometimes further reduced by varying the transmitter power
during the call to the minimum necessary [8].

1  Microcell Network Design Issues

It has been claimed that “a well founded radio network planning methodology does not yet
exist” [9]. Certainly, there does not yet appear to be a systematic design methodology for
engineering a microcellular network to meet a target Quality of Service (QOS) [10]–[12].

The wide scale deployment of an extensive, high grade, wireless telephone system will re-
quire engineering tools and techniques that allow rapid and accurate system design, and the
fundamental problem that needs to be addressed is of modelling the end result of multiple
users propagating in a congested area [10],[11].

Consideration of service quality as part of a microcell system design is an imperative
because as the user base of mobile communications increases, people will no longer accept
poor call quality simply because the service is ‘mobile’ [12] but will demand a similar grade
of service to that experienced in wireline services [10].

The applicability of conventional cellular design techniques to the microcellular case is
questionable.  Firstly, the regular hexagonal structures that can be applied to large cell sys-
tems lead to a simple relationship between the cluster size C and the S/I, but no such simple
relationship for C exists in microcells [13].  Microcells often overlap and become irregular in
shape due to interference from other users [14] despite the use of DCA and/or power control
because these techniques can still fail under heavy traffic loads [15].

Secondly, assumptions that only the first cochannel tier of interferers dominates in a large
cell system [5] may not be applicable in microcell systems [16].  Also, it has been shown that
adjacent channel interference (ACI) can affect the performance of heavily loaded systems
[17]–[19].  In practical systems with non-uniform cells and unknown mobile terminal posi-
tions, the effects of ACI and further off–channel interference could be even worse [16].

Thirdly, the close spacing of base stations in microcellular systems (especially in multiop-
erator environments) and higher frequency reuse have a significant impact upon the percent-
age of service area that has a circuit quality better than some specified value [7],[20],[21].
This impact is greatly complicated by spatial traffic variability [14],[20],[22].
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These three factors may make it very difficult to engineer a microcell system so that reliable,
contiguous radio coverage is achieved.  It has been suggested that contiguous coverage may
be impossible to achieve [23],[24].

To move forward, a model is needed that can describe the cumulative interference effects of
all users in an arbitrary cellular network, and that enables a uniform analysis from noise to
interference limited environments.  Both thermal noise and propagated interference need to
be considered because the transmission quality is strongly dependent upon both factors [25].

2  Microcell Interference Model

2.1  Basic Interference Model

A general radio link interference model based upon a spatial analysis of link outage in the
presence of a single interferer but in the absence of receiver noise was presented in [26].  This
model was extended to include the effect of receiver noise in [27].  Link outage was assumed
to occur when the minimum required Signal to Noise plus Interference ratio (S/[N+I] = Z)
was no longer met at a receiver.

The general link geometry in [26] was as shown in figure 1, where a mobile terminal M00 is
attempting communication with a fixed station F0 at a range r in the presence of a single
interferer Fi which is at a range ri from M00 and a range S from F0.

rir

SF0 Fi

M00

Contour of constant S/I at F0

Contour of constant S/I at M00

rF

rM

Figure 1 – A mobile link operating in the presence of an interferer

M00 transmits the wanted uplink signal (M00 to F0) at a power PM00 and F0 transmits the
wanted downlink signal (F0 to M00) at a power PF00.  The interferer Fi spills an interference
power Pu  into the wanted uplink and Pd into the wanted downlink.  For analytical tractability,
a simple distance–dependent path loss propagation model was used in [26],[27]:

Pr ��� Pt d ��� (1)

where Pt is the transmitted power, Pr is the average power received at a distance d from the
transmitter and κ is an RF factor.  The exponent 	  is the path loss exponent (in free space 	  = 2
and in a cluttered environment 	  > 2).
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Under these conditions, the outage contours at both ends of the link can be described by sim-
ple geometric equations if receiver noise is ignored [26].  The outage contour at the fixed end
of the link (uplink) is a family of circles centred on F0, whilst the outage contour at the mobile
end of the link (downlink) is a family of circles offset from F0 as shown in figure 2.  The
parameter K is given by Kd = PF00/ZPd for the downlink and Ku  = PM00/ZPu for the uplink.

Kd
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Figure 2 – Single interferer downlink outage contours versus Kd
2/ �

The requirement that the uplink and downlink need to be successful simultaneously for a
duplex link was considered in [27].  The region of link closure, or cell, is the area of intersec-
tion between the two outage contours, as shown in figure 3.

F0 Fi

uplink
outage contour

downlink
outage contour

downlink
poorer S/I

rM
rF

S

ri

uplink
poorer S/I

equimargin
contour

Figure 3 – Region of link closure and critical link end

Because the amount of interference received at the mobile terminal varies as the terminal
moves, the downlink will have a better S/I than the uplink in part of the cell, whilst the situa-
tion will be reversed in the rest of the cell.  This is also illustrated in figure 3.  The boundary
between these regions is called the equimargin contour, and if Ku = Kd is a circle centred on Fi
of radius equal to the fixed station separation S [27].
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When the effect of receiver noise is incorporated, the uplink outage contour remains a family
of circles centred on F0, but the downlink outage contour becomes a higher plane curve [27].
However, by introducing a parameter called the Interference to Noise Ratio or INR the equa-
tions for both outage contours can be written in a very simple form.  The INR is the total
interference power received in a wanted link divided by the receiver noise power.  For a
single interferer, the uplink INR (i.e. the INR at the fixed station) is given by [27]:�

F  � Pu S ���
N

(2)

whilst the downlink INR (at the mobile terminal) is given by:�
M  � Pd r ���

i
N

(3)

Using this parameter, the equation for the uplink outage contour can be simply written [27]:

r �
F  Ku S � �

F�
F
�

1  �
M

1�
F
�

1
(4)

and the downlink outage contour equation can be written:

r �
M  Kd r �

i

�
M�

M
�

1  �
F

1�
M
�

1
(5)

where 
�

M = κPM00/ZN for the uplink and 
�

F = κPF00/ZN for the downlink.

By using the INR (� ) as a parameter, these equations provide a seamless description of the
size and shape of the outage contours for all interference conditions from purely noise
limited to purely interference limited conditions.  In the noise only case (�  = 0) the downlink
and uplink outage contours are circles centred on F0 of a radius determined by the receiver
noise level (rF = 

�
M

1/ �  , rM = 
�

F
1/ � ).  In the interference only case (�  → ∞) the equations

reduce to those in [26].

As the receiver S/[N+I] threshold must be exceeded at both ends of the link in order for the
duplex link to be successful, the range of the mobile terminal M00 from F0 in any direction is
the minimum of rF and rM.  Thus the range described by equation (4) represents the maxi-
mum possible range (i.e. cell radius) for M00 regardless of the downlink conditions.

2.2  Outage Contour Families

The downlink outage equation (5) can be rewritten in terms of �
F using the relationship�

M = � F(Pd/Pu)(S/ri) � .  Thus both uplink and downlink outage contours can be spatially
mapped in terms of � F.  Outage contour plots for a range of �

F with K as the contour variable
were presented in [27].   Figures 4 to 7 show a different view of these outage contours, with�

F as the contour variable for K = 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 and 100.0 and �  = 2.  The fixed station F0 is at
the origin of the plane and the interferer Fi is at unit distance (1,0).
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Figure 4 – Outage contours for K = 0.1, �  = 2 Figure 5 – Outage contours for K = 1.0, �  = 2

Figure 6 – Outage contours for K = 10.0, �  = 2 Figure 7 – Outage contours for K = 100.0, �  = 2
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The value � e in figures 4 to 7 (that value of � F at which the interferer is first enclosed by the
downlink outage contour) can be shown to be given by:

� e � K1� (��� 1)
d � 1

� ( ��� 1)

(6)
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and if K = Ku = Kd then  c (that value of  F at which the two outage contours intersect at a
single point) can be shown to be given by: c ! 2"

K # 2" (7)

Examining figures 4 to 7 it can be seen that when the INR is small (i.e.  F < 0.1) the system is
noise dominated.  The uplink and downlink outage contours are approximately coincident
circles, centred on the fixed station, at a radius determined by the receiver noise level.  Only
near the interferer does the downlink outage contour deviate to any extent, and only then for
the larger values of K.  When the INR is large (i.e.  F > 10.0), the system is interference domi-
nated and it can be seen that the downlink and uplink outage contours become quite different
in size and shape.

Another interesting point illustrated in figures 4 to 7 is that when K < 1 communication on the
downlink is limited to within the region x $  0.5, regardless of the INR.  When K > 1 the
downlink outage contour exhibits interesting behaviour as shown in figure 8.
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Figure 8 – Downlink outage contour behaviour with K > 1 and the INR in the vicinity of % e

When K > 1 and  F <  e the downlink outage contour ‘bends’ around the interferer.  When F =  e the downlink outage contour becomes limaçon–like, and just encloses the interferer.
When  F >  e the downlink outage contour has an inner and outer path, the inner path form-
ing a ‘hole’ in the communication region around the interferer.  As  F &('  the outer outage
path expands towards infinity, whereupon communication is possible on the downlink
everywhere to the exterior of the inner outage path.

2.3  General Microcell Interference Model

The interference model in the previous section can be extended to enable an analysis to be
performed of the interference environment in an arbitrary microcellular network.

Consider a microcell network consisting of a mobile terminal M00 attempting to establish a
link with a fixed station F0 in the presence of an arbitrary number n of additional fixed sta-
tions Fi  {1 ≤ i ≤ n}  where each fixed station communicates with an arbitrary number of addi-
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tional mobile terminals Mij {1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1≤ j ≤ mi} where mi is the total number of mobiles
communicating with fixed station Fi.  Each mobile terminal transmits at a power PMij and is
operating on a given channel Cij and at separations rij ,0 from F0 as shown in figure 9.

F0

M00

r00,0

rij ,0

Fi

Mij

ri ,0

rij ,00

ri ,00

rij , i

Figure 9 – Arbitrary microcell network

Each channel Cij is a duplex channel, and may comprise a pair of time–division (TDD) slots
within the one radio carrier, a pair of time–division multiple access (TDMA) slots across a
pair of radio carriers, a pair of frequency division multiple access (FDMA) carriers, or a pair
of code division multiple access (CDMA) sequences.  CUij will be used to denote the channel
on which the mobile terminal Mij transmits to the fixed station Fi (uplink), and CDij the chan-
nel on which the fixed station Fi transmits to the mobile terminal Mij (downlink).

Each transmitter radiates power not only into its intended channel but into other channels
due to intermodulation products and finite transmitter filter roll–off.  This is called channel
spill.  There may be spill power from an interfering mobile terminal and spill power from an
interfering fixed station propagated into both ends of a wanted link.  These interference com-
ponents are illustrated in figure 10.

F0

M00

Fi

Mij

PMij (channel CUij)

PFij (channel CDij)

PFijM00 (spill from CDij to CD00)

PFijF00 (spill from CDij to CU00)

PMijF00 (spill from CUij to CU00)

PMijM00 (spill from CUij to CD00)

PM00 (channel CU00)

PF00 (channel CD00)

Figure 10 – Model incorporating all transmitter to receiver interference components
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Hence the four interference components to consider when assessing whether the wanted link
is successful or not are:)

CUij spill from mobile terminal Mij into CD00 at mobile terminal M00  (PMijM00))
CDij spill from fixed station Fi into CD00 at mobile terminal M00 (PFijM00))
CUij spill from mobile terminal Mij into CU00 at fixed station F0 (PMijF00))
CDij spill from fixed station Fi into CU00 at fixed station F0 (PFijF00)

These spill power components will usually be different and depend upon the radio modula-
tion scheme, the multiple access method, and the channel separation between the interfering
and wanted channels.

Assuming that all interference signals are uncorrelated with the wanted signal, the interfer-
ence power IF00 received at fixed station F0 in channel CU00 is the sum of all fixed–to–fixed
station interference, all mobile–to–fixed station interference, plus receiver noise:

IF00 * IFF00

+
IMF00

+
N (8)

The interference from fixed station Fi is the sum of all spills from transmissions to mobile
terminals linked to that station.  As these spills all emanate from Fi ’s antenna, the propaga-
tion range is ri ,0.  The interference from mobile terminal Mij is the spill from its transmission
on channel CUij at the range rij ,0.  Using the distance–dependent path loss propagation model
(with a path loss exponent , ) the total interference power received at F0 in channel CU00 is
given by:

IF00 * n

i - 1

./0 mi

j - 1 1 ij PFij F00
r 2�3

i,0

.45 + n

i - 0

./0 mi

j - 1 1 ij PMij F00
r 2�3

ij,0

.45 +
N (9)

The first summation subscript i begins at 1 as it is assumed that fixed stations (in this case, F0)
do not interfere with themselves (i.e. there is perfect isolation between all transmitters and
receivers inside of a fixed station).

The interference power IM00 received at the mobile terminal M00 in channel CD00 is the sum
of all fixed to mobile terminal interference, all mobile to mobile terminal interference, plus
receiver noise:

IM00 * IFM00

+
IMM00

+
N (10)

Thus the total interference power received at M00 in channel CD00 is given by:

IM00 * n

i - 0

./0 mi

j - 1 1 ij PFij M00
r 2�3

i,00

.45 + n

i - 0

./0 mi

j - 1 1 ij PMij M00
r 2�3

ij,00

.45 +
N (11)
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Hence, the general forms of the INR become:

6
F00 7 IFF00 8 IMF00

N

7 1
N 9
:; n

i < 1

=>? mi

j < 1 @ ij PFij F00
r A�B

i,0

=CD 8 n

i < 0

=>? mi

j < 1 @ ij PMij F00
r A�B

ij,0

=CDFEGH (12)

6
M00 7 IFM00 8 IMM00

N

7 1
N 9
:; n

i < 0

=>? mi

j < 1 @ ij PFij M00
r AIB

i,00

=CD 8 n

i < 0

=>? mi

j < 1 @ ij PMij M00
r A�B

ij,00

=CDFEGH (13)

The mobile to mobile or fixed station to fixed station interference can be very small.  For
example, if a TDD/TDMA system is assumed to be perfectly synchronised, and that
receivers are perfectly gated, then all PFijF00 and PMijM00 terms will be zero.  Further, the
PMijF00 and PFijM00 terms will be zero between any two transmitters using different time-
slots.  If however, a TDD/TDMA system is not perfectly synchronised, then all interference
terms could in fact become significant.

In an FDMA system, the magnitude of the PFijF00 and PMijM00 terms depends upon the
paired channel spill, i.e. how much RF radiation is spilled across the guard band used
between the uplink/downlink channel pair.  This spill value may be small, but it is usually not
zero.

2.4  Cell Size Variability

Although the INRs now have much more complicated expressions, the outage contour
expressions written in terms of 6  (equations (4) and (5)) still apply.  Thus the maximum cell
radius for a particular mobile is a constant multiplied by [1/(6 F+1)](1/J ),  although the INR is
now dependent upon the spatial arrangement, operating channels and transmit powers of all
interferers.  For large values of 6 F (i.e. interference limited systems) 1/(6

F+1) K  1/6 F and
thus the cell size is very sensitive to 6

F and the arrangement of interferers.

In a practical environment, the mobile terminals will not only be distributed in a complicated
way, but they will also move.  This means the value of 6  at each receiver will be different and
time varying, requiring a statistical analysis of the interference environment.  A statistical
approach also invites the use of numerical Monte Carlo models to characterise system
behaviour and provide a comparison with theoretical results where possible.

The increasing cell size variability as a system becomes more interference limited suggests
that contiguous cell coverage will be much harder to achieve in a microcell system than in a
large cell system because microcell systems are more likely to be interference limited [14].
This could have severe ramifications for the offered coverage quality and handoff reliability.
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2.5  Instability Zones

The definition of the physical ‘cell’ or region of successful communication for a particular
mobile terminal becomes more problematic as the interference environment becomes more
complicated.

Considering all mutual interference effects in a mobile network, a static interference envi-
ronment eventuates if every mobile terminal remains stationary and has either successfully
established a link, been blocked, or has dropped out.  A ‘snapshot’ of mobile terminal M00’s
cell can then be plotted by using equations (12) and (13) to spatially determine where outage
would occur if M00 moved away from its original location and all other established links
remained intact.

Equations (12) and (13) take into account the interference of other transmitters upon M00 as
it moves away from its original position, but they do not consider M00’s effect upon other
receivers.  As M00 moves closer to another receiver, it may spill sufficient power into that
receiver to cause an outage.  If an outage is caused, the affected mobile terminal may re–es-
tablish its link on a new channel and alter the interference field and thus the size and shape of
the very cell being examined.

This effect can be analysed with the concept of ‘instability zones’ – determining where
inside the cell described by equations (4) and (5) the mobile terminal M00 causes sufficient
additional interference to other receivers to cause an outage and thus instability in the origi-
nal interference environment.  Outside of these instability zones M00 can maintain its own
link without affecting any other link already established.

Whether an instability zone exists or not depends upon M00’s proximity to other receivers
and the S/[N+I] margin available at that receiver.  The instability zone range is the minimum
distance M00 can approach another receiver without tipping its S/[N+I] below threshold.

Following equation (9), the interference power IFkl (i.e. interference received at Fk on chan-
nel CUkl) is given by:

IFkl L N MON 00 PF00Fkl
r PIQ

0,k
MRN 00 PM00Fkl

r P�Q
00,k

M
n

i S 0

TUV mi

j S 1

N ij PFij Fkl
r P�Q

i,k

TWX M n

i S 0

TUV mi

j S 1

N ij PMij Fkl
r P�Q

ij,k

TWX Y
ij Z kl [ (14)

The interference power from the mobile terminal M00 is separated out in order to compute
the additional interference in channel CUkl caused by the mobile terminal M00 moving closer
to Fk.  The S/[N+I] at Fk on channel CUkl is given by:

ZFkl \ N kl PMkl
r–Q

kl,k

IFkl ] Z (15)

The instability zone radius is that r00,k at which ZFkl = Z.  By substituting equation (14) into
equation (15) and solving for r00,k, the radius of the instability zone is given by:
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r00,k ^ __`bac 1d
00 PM00Fkl

_ef d kl PMkl
r gih

kl,k

Z j ` ac N k d 00 PF00Fkl
r gih

0,k
k

n

i l 0

_ef mi

j l 1

d
ij PFij Fkl

r gih
i,k

_mn k n

i l 0

_ef mi

j l 1

d
ij PMij F00

r gih
ij,k

_mnpoqr _mn __o
q
r
s 1tvuxw

ij y kl z
(16)

Equation (16) describes a circle as it does not matter from which direction M00 approaches
Fk.  Note that an instability zone radius can be computed for all uplinks (i.e. all l) to the fixed
station Fk.  The calculated maximum instability zone radius defines the zone outside of which
no uplink to Fk is affected.

A similar derivation can be done for the radius of an instability zone around a mobile termi-
nal Mkl.  However, if there is no mobile to mobile terminal interference due to perfect time-
slot synchronisation in a TDMA system, there will be no instability zone around mobile ter-
minals.

An instability zone is also possible around a mobile terminal’s own fixed station.  If a mobile
terminal moves too close to its own fixed station, it is possible for its signal to spill into the
channel of another user on that same station with sufficient power to cause an outage.

3  Simulation of Cellular and Microcellular Systems

A computer program has been developed to numerically model arbitrary cellular networks.
The model can generate ‘snapshot’ cell coverage plots or perform Monte Carlo simulations
to estimate call blocking and dropout statistics and statistical information on the INR dis-
tribution.  The simulation program can be loaded with the technical specifications for exist-
ing cellular (e.g. AMPS and GSM) and microcellular (e.g. CT2 and DECT) systems and the
call set up and channel allocation procedures used in each.

In a simulation, a random sequence of call attempts can be made from mobile terminals ran-
domly placed according to one of four distribution models.   A mobile terminal’s call attempt
will  fail if it doesn’t meet the required S/[N+I] at both ends.  An initially successful mobile
terminal can also drop out if the success of other mobiles lead to an increase in interference,
causing its S/[N+I] to fall below threshold.  For DECT and CT2, channel reassignments and
retries are allowed in accordance with their specifications.

Two simulations are presented that support the microcell interference theory as presented in
section 2.  Firstly, a regular arrangement of 28 GSM cells (central cluster plus one tier of a
4–cell reuse system) with 700 mobile terminals was simulated.  The system was designed to
give a nominal cell radius of 2 km.  Power control was not used.

After all 700 call attempts were resolved (successful, blocked, or dropped out), the INR ({ F)
for each link, ‘snapshot’ cell plots, instability zones, and various cell area parameters were
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computed.  Terminals were then ranked in order from lowest to highest computed | F values.
Table 1 below shows the results for six of the 25 terminals linked to F0, covering a represen-
tative range of | F values.

The GSM results show only a small variation between the lowest and highest link INRs, with
all INRs less than unity.  Consequently the cell sizes are relatively constant, and only begin to
reduce when the mobile terminal’s INR approaches unity.  The predicted maximum possible
cell range rF for each terminal as computed by equation (4) and the maximum range rs com-
puted by the simulation are shown in table 1 and show excellent agreement.

The total cell area A computed for each mobile terminal is also shown in table 1.  In addition,
the proportion of the cell area where the downlink has the poorer S/[N+I] (AD), the propor-
tion of cell area falling within instability zones (Ai), and the cell circularity (} ) are also
shown.  The cell circularity is defined as A/~ rF

2 and is a measure of how far the cell deviates
from an ‘ideal’ cell defined solely by link conditions at F0.

It can be seen in table 1 how the cell area A deteriorates as the link INR increases, but that the
circularity }  remains close to unity (i.e. close to circular).  The proportion of the instability
zones Ai generally remains small which suggests stable cell operation.  Finally, the area of
the cell where the downlink has the poorer S/[N+I] varies widely, suggesting this factor
depends solely upon the particular spatial arrangement of the interferers.

TABLE 1 – GSM cell simulation results for mobiles linked to fixed station F0

(x,y) (m) � F rF (m) rs (m) A (km2) AD (%) Ai  (%) �
M01 (153,347) 0.0012 2034.7 2034.5 12.933 97.57 0.42 0.994

M02 (–181,–1937) 0.0249 2018.9 2018.7 12.469 84.29 0.46 0.974

M03 (–1208,863) 0.0935 1975.8 1975.7 12.082 16.20 0.91 0.985

M04 (1700,–926) 0.1569 1939.0 1938.6 10.754 57.47 0.14 0.910

M05 (–687,–144) 0.4488 1798.9 1798.4 9.709 46.24 1.50 0.955

M06 (–739,276) 0.9427 1631.3 1631.3 8.216 5.37 0.22 0.983

Figures 11 to 13 show spatial cell representations for some of the mobile terminals listed in
table 1.  The plots on the left hand side are two–dimensional plots which show the cell
achievable by the mobile terminal under consideration, the location of mobile terminals (all
outer cells and most mobile terminals fall outside of the plot area), and ‘strings’ to indicate
which mobile terminal is linked to which fixed station.

The cell plots also indicate (via the shading) which end of the link has the poorer S/[N+I]
performance as the particular mobile terminal moves about the cell.  The instability zones
around each fixed station are shown as dashed circles of radius determined by equation (16),
although in this simulation they are extremely small.

The plots on the right hand side are three–dimensional surface plots.  The z axis shows the
wanted link S/[N+I] in dB if the particular mobile terminal was at coordinates (x,y).  The link
S/[N+I] is the minimum of the S/[N+I] calculated for the uplink and downlink.
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

GSM System
28 Fixed Stations :: 700 Mobile Stations (619 successful, 81 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 0.001 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 2034.7 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 2034.5 m
Grid Resolution = 22 by 22 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 12.93296 sq km :: MEP = 12.61836 sq km (97.57%) :: FEP = 0.31460 sq km (2.43%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 54208 sq m (0.42%) :: Circularity = 0.994

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 925.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 124/8 :: MS RF Power = 0.80 W :: Gamma = 3.00
Receiver Sensitivity = -102.0 dBm :: S/(N+I) Threshold = 9.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 4 :: Tiers = 1 :: Reassignments Allowed = 0 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 2000.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

GSM System
28 Fixed Stations :: 700 Mobile Stations (619 successful, 81 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 0.157 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 1939.0 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 1938.6 m
Grid Resolution = 22 by 22 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 10.75351 sq km :: MEP = 6.17971 sq km (57.47%) :: FEP = 4.57380 sq km (42.53%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 14520 sq m (0.14%) :: Circularity = 0.910

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 925.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 124/8 :: MS RF Power = 0.80 W :: Gamma = 3.00
Receiver Sensitivity = -102.0 dBm :: S/(N+I) Threshold = 9.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 4 :: Tiers = 1 :: Reassignments Allowed = 0 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 2000.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

GSM System
28 Fixed Stations :: 700 Mobile Stations (619 successful, 81 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 0.943 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 1631.3 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 1631.3 m
Grid Resolution = 22 by 22 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 8.21638 sq km :: MEP = 0.44092 sq km (5.37%) :: FEP = 7.77546 sq km (94.63%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 18392 sq m (0.22%) :: Circularity = 0.983

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 925.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 124/8 :: MS RF Power = 0.80 W :: Gamma = 3.00
Receiver Sensitivity = -102.0 dBm :: S/(N+I) Threshold = 9.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 4 :: Tiers = 1 :: Reassignments Allowed = 0 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 2000.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated
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Figure 11 – � F = 0.0012

Left: Critical link end cell plot

Below: 3D link S/[N+I] cell plot

Figure 12 – � F = 0.1569

Left: Critical link end cell plot

Below: 3D link S/[N+I] cell plot

Figure 13 – � F = 0.9427

Left: Critical link end cell plot

Below: 3D link S/[N+I] cell plot
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The second simulation involved an irregular arrangement of five CT2 cells with a total of 30
mobile terminals.  The results for this simulation are shown in table 2.  Each fixed station had
up to 6 mobile terminals linked to it, and again after all call attempts were resolved, the termi-
nals were ranked in order from lowest to highest � F value.  Table 2 lists the results for all six
mobile terminals communicating with fixed station F0.

TABLE 2 – CT2 cell simulation results for mobiles linked to fixed station F0

(x,y) (m) � F rF (m) rs (m) A (m2) AD (%) Ai  (%) �
M01 (–41.4,3.6) 0.199 139.1 139.1 60070.5 26.87 1.99 0.989

M02 (–86.4,–0.8) 0.209 138.8 138.7 59773.5 25.35 2.05 0.988

M03 (–19.3,–93.3) 2.094 106.1 106.1 25510.5 48.38 4.79 0.722

M04 (93.7,–31.9) 5.441 86.0 86.0 14726.3 95.37 90.77 0.633

M05 (–37.5,52.3) 11.972 70.4 70.3 10941.8 44.17 25.99 0.702

M06 (84.5,9.5) 1097.275 19.8 12.9 281.2 100.00 100.00 0.228

Unlike in the GSM simulation, it can be seen in table 2 that the six mobile terminals linked to
F0 experience a wide range of � F values (0.2 to 1097).  Equation (4) indicates that these
mobile terminals would experience dramatically different cell sizes, and this can be seen in
table 2 in the predicted maximum cell ranges rF and the simulated maximum cell ranges rs.

The predicted maximum terminal ranges rF are in excellent agreement with the simulated
ranges rs except for mobile terminal M06.  The reason for this is that mobile M06 has a cell
which is 100% determined by downlink conditions.  Hence no part of its cell periphery is
determined by the uplink conditions as described by equation (4).  The variation in cell size is
illustrated in the cell plots of figures 14 to 16.

The proportion of the cell falling within instability zones shows an interesting variation,
from a small amount (1.99% for M01) to the entire cell (100% for M06), representing a situa-
tion where the system is quite unstable for this link (this link in fact failed).  Again, AD
appears to be a function of the particular spatial arrangement of the interferers.

The circularity also varies widely, from 0.228 for M06 indicating that cell is much smaller
than which would occur if outage only occurred on the uplink, to nearly unity for M01 and
M02, indicating that almost all of the cell periphery is determined by uplink conditions.

The results of this simulation suggest that engineering an irregular microcellular network to
meet a target cell coverage criteria will be a difficult task.  A single shot simulation, as just
described, provides some useful insight but to define cell coverage quality, and other QOS
parameters, will require statistical measures.  The challenge is to identify which parameters
might be the key parameters in determining GOS or QOS in a system.

The parameter �  may be one useful parameter.  The range of values of �  experienced in a cell
defines how noise or interference limited the system is, the range of maximum possible cell
sizes as per equation (4) and hence the probability of not achieving contiguous coverage.
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

CT2 System
5 Fixed Stations :: 30 Mobile Stations (20 successful, 10 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 0.209 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 138.8 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 138.7 m
Grid Resolution = 1.5 by 1.5 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 59773.5 sq m :: MEP = 15151.5 sq m (25.35%) :: FEP = 44622.0 sq m (74.65%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 1224.0 sq m (2.05%) :: Circularity = 0.988

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 866.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 40/1 :: MS RF Power = 0.01 W :: Gamma = 3.50
Receiver Sensitivity = -97.0 dBm :: S/(N+I) Threshold = 14.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 0 :: Tiers = 0 :: Reassignments Allowed = 3 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 100.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

CT2 System
5 Fixed Stations :: 30 Mobile Stations (20 successful, 10 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 2.094 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 106.1 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 106.1 m
Grid Resolution = 1.5 by 1.5 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 25510.5 sq m :: MEP = 12341.3 sq m (48.38%) :: FEP = 13169.3 sq m (51.62%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 1221.7 sq m (4.79%) :: Circularity = 0.722

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 866.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 40/1 :: MS RF Power = 0.01 W :: Gamma = 3.50
Receiver Sensitivity = -97.0 dBm :: S/(N+I) Threshold = 14.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 0 :: Tiers = 0 :: Reassignments Allowed = 3 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 100.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated
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Fixed Station (FS) Mobile Stations (MS): Successful Unsuccessful Under Test

CT2 System
5 Fixed Stations :: 30 Mobile Stations (20 successful, 10 unsuccessful)
MSUT INR = 11.972 :: Predicted Cell Radius = 70.4 m :: Actual Cell Radius = 70.3 m
Grid Resolution = 1.5 by 1.5 m (201 by 201 points)
Cell Area = 10941.8 sq m :: MEP = 4833.0 sq m (44.17%) :: FEP = 6108.7 sq m (55.83%)
Exclusion Zone Area = 2844.0 sq m (25.99%) :: Circularity = 0.702

Simulation Parameters
Frequency = 866.0 MHz :: RF Channels/Slots = 40/1 :: MS RF Power = 0.01 W :: Gamma = 3.50
Receiver Sensitivity = -97.0 dBm :: S/(N+I) Threshold = 14.0 dB :: Fade Margin = 0.0 dB
Cluster Size = 0 :: Tiers = 0 :: Reassignments Allowed = 3 :: RSSI Threshold = -94.0 dBm
Maximum MS Range = 100.0 m :: Near-Far Threshold = not activated
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Figure 14 – � F = 0.209

Left: Critical link end cell plot

Below: 3D link S/[N+I] cell plot

Figure 15 – � F = 2.094

Left: Critical link end cell plot

Below: 3D link S/[N+I] cell plot

Figure 16 – � F = 11.97

Left: Critical link end cell plot

Below: 3D link S/[N+I] cell plot
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4  Conclusion

Outage contours and cell sizes experienced by individual mobile terminals in a cellular or
microcellular system can be modelled as a function of the ratio of the interference power to
the noise power at the receiver, a ratio denoted the interference to noise ratio, INR or � .

This approach enables a simplified spatial description of radio link outage contours and
yields an expression for the maximum possible range for any mobile terminal as a simple
function of the INR.  The approach enables cell size variations due to neighbouring cells and
interfering mobile terminals to be predicted.

Simulation results suggest that microcellular systems are more interference limited (i.e.
have a larger INR) than large cell systems, and experience a larger variation in cell sizes.
Consequently, a system wide microcellular design methodology needs to address the statis-
tics of the INR to achieve contiguous radio coverage for a certain proportion of mobile termi-
nals.
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